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About This Game

The wolves and the cold are not your main concern...Yes, they are perils that must be dealt with, but the dangers that they bring
are nothing compared to the one you hunt...

One Hunt is a simplistic survival shooter game. At the moment there are only three things that can kill you; wolves, weather, and
the one you hunt. In order to survive, you must collect sticks to create fires, find ammo to keep your shotgun loaded, and avoid

detection from the one you hunt.

Throughout the map there are cabins that can keep you out of the cold. They also contain useful items like snowshoes, ammo,
and parkas.

Can you survive this hostile environment and claim the one you hunt?
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Most Important Thing To Know: I honestly had a BLAST playing this game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IRkmqHWDp3o

Is it perfect? ..Nope.

Is it fun? Hell yeah it is (and seems like it will be for at least several hours)

I love that the game offers three different completely different modes of play and I especially enjoyed the "Frenzy" mode where
it's just you in a desperate attempt to keep finding ammo to shoot the beast as many times as possible before you eventually die
(because the beast cannot be killed in this mode). Super Fun!

I scored this game at a very respectable 88% in which this score is helped out most by this game offering a helluva value for the
low price point of just $2 USD.

Highly recommended! ..And "high five" and majot props to the developer for actually trying to make a "fun" game to play and
for offering it as a very good price here on Steam! ..Thank you! =). Most Important Thing To Know: I honestly had a BLAST
playing this game.
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